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The SPEAKER took the Chair at 4-30
o'clock, p.m.

PRAYERS.

PAPERS PRESENTED.

By the PREMIER: Retirement of Trade
Instructor at Fremantle Prison, Papers
on motion by Mr. Daglish.

By the MINOsTER FOR LANDS : Erection
of Cattle Dip on Quarantine Boundary
(North), Papers on motion by Mr. Figott.
Stock Department v. Forrest, Emanuel,
and Co., Papers on motion by Mr.
Wallace.

Ordered, to lie on the table.

QUESTION-RAILWAY BALLAST,
KENZIES-LEONORA.

MR. PIGOTT asked the Minister for
Railways: Whether his attention bad
been drawn to the nature (a) of the
ballast used in the construction of the
Menzies-Leonora railway, constructed by
day labour. (b) If so, whether he could
assure this House that the said ballast
was in accordance with the usual specifi-
cation for ballast used for the railways
of this State.

THE MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS
replied: (a) Yes. (b) Some portions of
the diorite stone ballast are uot broken
to the size generally specified for stone
ballast, viz, two and a half inches. The
whole matter is being inquired into.

QUESTION-POLICE STATION, MOUNT
GOULD.

Mn. WALLACE asked the Premier:
i, Whether it was true that the Mount

Gould police station had been sold. 2,
If so, to whom, on what date, and for
what price. 3, What was the total area
of land comprising said station. 4, What
was the total cost to the State of the said
station, 5, Whether the Station was sub-
mitted for sale by public competition. 6,
If not, why.

Tasz PREMIER replied r and 2, The
police b-uildings and fencing were sold to
Messrs. Darl~t Brothers on the 20th
October, 1902, for £150. 3, A reserve of
7,000 acres, which reverted to the Crown.
4, The station was erected by Messrs.
DarI6t Brothers at their own cost, and
exchanged for the old Berringaxrra, police
buildings in 1887. 5, No. 6, Because
the reserve is surrounded by the runs of
Messrs. DarlOt Brothers, and they were
regarded as the only likely bowa fide pur-
chasers.

REDISTRIBUTION OP SEATS BILL,

Introduced by the PREMIER, and read
a, first time.

AUDIT BILL.

Message from the Governor received
and read, recommending appropriation
for the purposes. of this Bill.

SECOND READING.

Debate resumed from 6th August.
MR. P. ILLINGWORTH1 (Cue): I

moved the adjournment of the debate on
the second reading of this Bifl, at the
request of the Premaier, and for reasons
then apparent. I welcome the Bill as
being one of the most important we are
likely to deal with this session; that is to
say, if the provisions contained in the
measure are to be faithfullyv carried out.
A good many provisions of the old Audit
Act were not carried out. The simplifi-
cation of this amending Bill I hope will
remove many difficulties, and that the
Audit Act will be fully carried out. I
notice under Clauses 6 and 7 provision is
made for placing the salary of the
Auditor General under statute. This is
calculated to make him more indepen-
dent, which he has, desired for some years
past. The only matters I wish to make a
remark of two about are the changes in
reference to the stores account. The
Auditor General is to take charge and
properly audit and make himself conver-
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sant with the fact that the stores are in
the store. I hope, in addition to this,
that at an early date steps will be taken
to deal with the stores account and place
it on a more satisfactory basis. The Bill
proposes that we shall be satisfied that
we have the stores in hand and that they
are debited to the Treasurer. I hope
some steps will be taken at an early date
to remove the stores from the balance-
sheet oif the Treasurer altogether. I hold
and have long held-when sitting in
Opposition I frequently spoke in opposi-
tion to the matter-how unfair a, thing
and how improper a thing it was that
year by year the accounts of the State
should be represented by large quantities
of goods and not in cash. The Treasurer
should deal with cash except in those cases
in which he acts as a banker and receives
documents to hold. At present I suppose
we have something like a quarter of a
million of a surplus, and most people-
perhaps some members of the House-
indulge in the idea that the Treasurer
has something like 260,000 sovereigns
about. A good deal of the trust account
is represented in goods and stores. Now
the Treasurer himself has on several
occasions expressed a desire, with which
I heartily agree, that some proper fund
should be placed to credit, out of which
stores should be paid for. These stores
should not appear as cash in the Trea-
surer's balance-sheet. The system of
treating goods as cash has led us into
many difficulties, probably most of our
difficulties. Departments order goods
without regard to votes; they order their
goods for the year; they buy the goods
as it suits their convenience, and the
Treasurer has to bear the whole weight of
the indent. It is -not a fair thing to the
Treasurer; at the same time it is not a
fair thing to the State, because every
department ought to take the responsi-
bility of their own indents, and as soon
as the goods arrive they should take the
responsibility of them. A proper vote
should be taken for the year to cover the
indents for that year. The amendments
in this Bill are calculated to restrict to a
large extent the wasteful extravagance of
departments in ordering goods from
home. I hope the BiUl meets thu desires
and aspirations of its promoter, especially
in connection with the stores, and T hope
at a early date the Government will see

their way, to deal drastically with the
stores. In times past, in the hurry, and
rush in years gone by when public works
were not anticipated, this matter had to
be taken in hand by the Government of
the day. Now, as we are getting into
more settled conditions, we ought to have
a proper stores credit to cover the stock
which we can lay our hands on, and to
cover the stock not otherwise disposed of
at present. The stores as they come to
hand should be debited to the different
departments aind a proper vote taken, and
the departments made responsible for the
stores they indent. I believe this is the
only remedy' for the disorder which has
taken place in past years. When I say
disorder, I have already suggested rea-
sons for matters, as in past years,
getting into disorderly conditions; but
there is no reason why this should con-
tinue now we have more settled conditions.
A start has been made by the Treasurer
providing £60,000 to cover depreciation,
which is good; and that the Auditor
General is to be responsible for the
stores and is to be able to satisfy Par-
liament and the country that the goods
are really in the stores, is still better.
But the thing to be aimed at is that each
department shall control its own stores,
and be debited with its own vote year by
year, and that there shall be no stores
account at all in the Treasurer's books,
unless as I say he happens to be acting as
banker for the time being, and simply
passes the payments through his hands.
As soon as the stores come to hand they
should be passed over to the departments ;
the Treasurer should receive credit in his
books, and the debits should be passed to
the accounts to which they belong. As a.
whole, this Bill seems to me very much
simpler than the original Act. As regards
the stores account it is drastic, but not
too drastic, and perhaps not sufficiently
drastic. It is; a step in the right direction;
I welcome it with great pleasure; and I
hope that when it gets on the statute-
book, as no doubt it will, the Government
wvill see that its provisions are enforced
to the fullest possible extent, and that
those clauses especially which relate to
the stores account will be properly carried
out. I have every pleasure in supporting
the second reading.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

[ASSEMBLY.] Second readi)kq.
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IN COMMITTEE,

MR. ILLINOWOETH in the Chair; the
TREAsunt in charge of Bill.

Clauses I to 34-agreed to.
Clause 35-rower to vary the annual

appropriation:
MR. PIGOTT. Would this clause

abolish Form J and Form I?
THE TREASIFEER:- No. Presuming

that any items contained in a subdivision
of a vote-say "contingencies "-were
incorrectly described, then if there were
not sufficient funds passed for " con-
tingencies " in one vote, and there were a
surplus under "1contingencies " in another,
the clause gave power to apply the surplus
to making good the deficit. Any such
alteration must be laid before Parlia-
ment.

Clause passed.
Clauses 36 to end-agreed to.
Preamble, Title-agreed to.
Bill reported without amendment, and

the report adopted.

INSPECTION OF MACHINERY BIELL.
SECOND READING.

Debate resumed from 4th August.
MR. TEESDALE SMITE[ (Welling-

ton) : When the debate on the second
reading was adjourned, it was understood
the adjournment was to be for one week,
which would be until next Wednesday.
As I learn from the Minister in charge
of the Bill that any alterations thought
necessary can be made in Committee,
therefore I will reserve my remarks until
that stage.

HON. F. H. PIESSE (Williams):
There is no doubt a necessity for an
Inspection of Machinery Bill. In fact
there are now so many engines and
machiues in use throughout the State
that protection should be afforded, not
only to those who are driving or have
control of them, but also to those who
may be engaged in other parts of a.
building in which engines or machinery
are at work. There are several points in
the Bill that need some atteution; and
although they may be touched upon in
the Committee stage, yet it is well at
this stage to bring them before the
House, so that the attention of members
may he Called with a view to such amend-
ments as may be necessary. Clause 17
provides that certain machinery is to be

fenced; but there is no definition as to
what kind or amount of fencing is to be
provided. The term appears to be a
technical one, and some explanation is
necessary.

Tnfn MINISTER FeoR MINES: A guard-
rail would be a fence.

Hoxq. F. H. PIESSE: It should be
defined dlearly in the interpretation
clause as to what is a fence as required
by the Bill, because it is left to the in-
spector apparently to define the fence,
and it is better for those who are using
machinery that they should know bow
far this provision as to a fence is to be
carried. The inspector may be acting
under instructions, and may carry them
out in an arbitrary way; whereas the
Bill should describe clearly the fence
which is required. There is some
machinery that need not be fenced, and
I take it this again is to be at the dis-
cretion of the inspector. If we are deal-
ing with portable threshing machinery
travelling about the country, for instance,
there would have to be some portable
means of protecting the driving wheels.
In the Case of large and complicated
machinery and where it is dangerous, it
is better for the safety of those who are
concerned in the working of such
machinery to have proper means of pro-
tection ; therefore it will simplify matters
if the term "1fence " is more clearly
defined. In regard to machinery which
is prohibited, the Bill says "The Act
shall not apply to any boilers or
machinery used on or employed in the
working of the Government Railways
under the control of the Cornmissioner of
Railways," and so on as to steamships.
I take it there are already special Acts
dealing with steamships. There is other
machinery which would be under Gov-
ernment control, for instance pumping
machinery in connection with the Cool-
gardie Goldfields Water Scheme; and I
take it that this and other machinery
will be subject to the provisions Of
the Bill. One part of the Bill pro-
vides that certain machinery shall not
come under its provisions, and another
part provides that it shall come under the
Bill. That is paradoxical in a sense, and
should be made clear. How will the 1311
be applied. to locomoti-ves which are -under
the control of the Commissioner of
Railways ? it will be well to look into

Inspection of Machinery
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tihes e provisions and remove the incon-
sistency. The professional advisers of
the Government or the Minister in
charge of the Bill may be able to give
some explanation on the point. Clause
31 provides for the inspection of
boilers:

For the puros ofispection the owner
shall cause eryboirto be emptied and
made cool. .. ... and when required
by the inspector, all brickwork and other
material in which a boiler is set shall be taken
down and all tubes shall be taken out.

There are certain classes of boilers to
which this will Dot apply; for instance,
the Babcock boiler, which is of a different
type from the multitubular or Cornish or
Lancashire boilers ; therefore that is a
case in which some other provision
should be made for inspection. I take it
that the inspector would not ask the
owner of a Babcock boiler to do certain
things which are not necessary to be
dlone in a boiler of that kind; therefore
this clause needs looking into. In regard
to the question of fees, Clause 36 pro-
vides that a fee is to be charged each
time an inspection is made. I presume
there is a registration fee for every
boiler registered, and the fee for inspec-
tion. should therefore not be made too
heavy. The fees should be graded, in a
meatsure.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES: So they
are. Inspection is insisted on only once
a Year.

How. F. H. PIESSE: But if neces-
sary the department may require that
inspection shall be made oftener than
once a year. The inspector may find a
boiler in such a condition that, although
he may give a certificate that it is safe to
be worked for a certain period, yet he
may find it necessary to make another
examination of that boiler within a certain
time, and so another fee in the same year
may be exacted. In regard to certificates
for enginie-drivers, Clause 53 provides that
certain classes or grades called first,
second, and third, are to be made; and it
defines the degree of competency required
for the man in charge of the machiery.
There are certain engines, such as the
ordinary portable engine or engines of a
simple type that might be exempt f romn the
conditions of the Bill. I take it that the
Bill is intended to apply p~rincipally tol
engines used in connection with mining,

where the lives of men employed are at
the mercy of the man in charge of the
machinery, who is required by the Bill
to hold a certain certificate. The Cornish
or Lancashire boiler is the simplest kind
of boiler; for instance, an ordinatry type
of horizontal boiler; which is as simple as
possible, should need very little in the
way of expert knowledge to manage it.
There may be a man in charge who is
thoroughly qualified; but those engaged
in conniection with the simpler kinds of
engines are men who are able to do
certain work which is not the work of
engine-drivers. This Bill would pro-
hibit those men from taking control of
such work, because they do not possess a
certificate.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES: Look at
Subclause 5 of Clause 80, which provides
for the making of regulations.

flON. F. H. PIESSE: Subelanse 5
makes provision with regard to agricul-
tural and dair 'ving machinery; but there
are other classes of machinery which
should be included. In ordinary milling
work, machines are used for which it is
not necessary to have competent certifi-
cated engineers. Men may take up that
class of work at certain times of the day.
This class of machinery should be ex-
empted. If the provisions of the Bill as
now drafted are carried out, it will be
found that a class of men will be em-
ployed who will drive other men out of
occupations for which they are suited, and
who wray not be able to obtain certificates
under the Bill. If the clause is made
to apply to agricultural and dairying
machinery, then it should be made to
apply to machinery of a similar character.
In regard to the removal of engines from
place to place, seven days' notice has to
be given to the inspector before any
person can move an engine from one part
of a district to another. That is pro-
vided for by Clause 69. How would it
be possible to deal with the question of
chaff-cutters, which travel about the
country and are here to-day and five or
six miles away to-morrow, and perhaps
farther on the next day? Seven days'
notice is to be given apparently on every
occasion that the machine is moved.
There would be a difficulty in carrying
out this provision, because notice may be
posted in accordance with the Bill but
may not reach the inspector until the
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machine is moved; for a chaff-cutter
may be moved seven times in seven days,
the time of the notice., therefore will be
of very little service. That clause should
be looked into and modified in certain
respects, as it may act harshly on a class
of people who move about the country
very rapidly with traction engines, or
a locomotive type of engine which are
called lportable engines and which are
used in agricultural work. I -mention
these points at this stage because they
can be looked into, and if any inodifica-
tio' ctan be proposed it is better to come
from those who are responsible for
the framing of the Bill, and who have
greater technical knowledge of the prin-
ciples and working of machines than any
members in the House. It will be
helpful to members if some amendment
is brought ini which will meet with
encouragement when in Committee and
make the Bill, what everyone interested
wishes to see it made, a perfect measure,
to enable us to have properly certificated
drivers for portable engines throughout
the country. It is to be hoped the
measure will be made a good one and
meet with the approval of the Rouse.
With the reservation that during the
Committee stage the various amendments
suggested will be considered, with a view
to the clauses being farther remodelled
in the direction I have indicated, I am in
favour of the measure, and I think it is a
necessary enactment and one that should
receive every consideration at the hands
of the House.

Mii. R. G. BURGER (York) : I wish
to make a few remarks on the Bill, fol-
lowing in the same lines as the memnher
for the Williams. This measure I believe
has been introduced in consequence of
complaints which were mnade of the
hardships occasioned by the Act of 1897,
Inspections have been cardied out often
twice in a year. Any person having a
6-horse power engine must pay £2 a
year for the inspection of that engine.
In some case this amount has been paid
twice in the year, and other people have
been. sued far the amount. It is a great
hardship to a man to have to pay that
amount. I notice in the Bill that a
charge of £1 is also made for the inspec-
tion of machinery; that is a great
hardship. The inspector may only take
five minutes over the inspection of a

chaff-cutter, yet the owner of the chaff-
cutter has to pay £1 for the inspection
of that machine.

THE MINISTER FoR 'Mrzrss: If run
by steam.

Mn. BURGES: Clause 16 is quite
necessary in regard to engines on mines
or in factories. This clause refers to the
age of the driver of the engine. A person
under 14 cannot be employed in driving
machinery. This -will be a great hard-
ship to the farming community, and the
clause will shut out boys from working
farminig machines. The clause is a per-
fect farce. Of course the provision is
necessary in regard to factories.

Mn. TA.YLOR: It, should not apply to
farming areas.

MR, BURGES: This clause does not
say it does not apply to farming areas.
Subelause 8 of Clause 16 says that no
boiler shall be left in charge or in the
conduct of anyone under 18 years of age.
That may be a good clause, but boys of
14 Who are trained to working farming
machines can take charge of an engine
for half a day in the country. It is
all1 very well to have this provision in
regard to large factories; but in farms it
may lead to engines not being used at
all, if such a provision is insisted on.
Some men who have already ordered
machines from certain fi-rms in town and
who have heard that this Bill was coming
on, and who understood that it would be
necessary to employ certificated drivers,
have had to cancel their orders because
they cannot bear the burden of employ-
ing certificated drivers to work the
machines. Anyone engaged in agricul-
tur-al pursuits and in dairying knows
that farmers cannot always get the
labour they require:- they are forced to
employ young people.

MR. TAYLoR:- Because they will not
pay for the labour.

Ma. BURGER: I cannot hear the
hon. member. In the country, farmers
have to employ boys. It will be ime-
possible under the Bill to employ
a boy to put chaff into a chaff-
cutter. This clause is very stringent and
I think it is unnecessary. The member
for the Williams has referred to Clause
17, therefore, I pass that over. The
hon. member made some remarks' in
regard to the fencing in of enie.I
suppose the class of engines reere to

Bill, 8ecomi readittg. 4MJ
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will be defined, so that there will be no
trouble about it, and that when the
inspector comes round the farmer will
know what he has to do. There is hardly
a machine to which some danger is not
attached. On Clause 25 1 wish to make
a few remarks. That provision was
carried out under the old Act. The
clause says:

The chief inspector shall provide each inspec-
tor with proper standards and appliances by
which all pressure-gauges can at any time be
compared and tested, and with all other
appliances necessary for carrying into effect
the succeeding sections of this Act relating to
boilers, and sh~all from time to time issue to
each inspector such instructions (not incon-
sistent with this Act or any regulations made
hereunder) as he thinks fit.

That may be considered necessary, but I
may say that the well-known boiler-
makers, Martin & Sons, have never done
such a thing with their engines, and
many persons have bad to have these
arrangements attached to their boilers.
I have a six-horse p)ower lboiler, and these
improvements have had to be effected.
which only means weakening the boiler,
because the improvements cannot be done
so well here as the maker can do them.
I referred to Clause 4-2 just now in regard
to giving two years. I think the fee
should be reduced. It is a very different
thing going to inspect what is required
for the farming industry and what is
required for fat-tories. If the inspector
makes an order that certain things have
to be done, and if those things are not
carried out there should be a small
penalty.

THx MrISTER FOR MINES: The inspec-
tion of machines driven by steam.

MR. BUEGES: There are a lot of oil
engines throughout the country, and why
should they have to pay for oil engines
any more than those that are driven by
steamF

THE MINISTER FOR MINES: There
must be one inspection.

MR. BURGES: The test is too high.
Wh~en the inspection is miade it may be
necessary to have a look at the bolts and
nuts and the safety valve, and I think
this is an unnecessary burden which is
cast upon people who are trying to settle
the country. With regard to the examina-
tion, it is provided in the last claiise that
there may be regulations; but Clause 57

and the following clauses of the Bill
affect the people in the country, for if
these provisions have to be carried out
the country people may have to give up
the use of machinery altogether. A cer-
tificate from a doctor must be obtained in
the first place, and then Clauses 60 and
61 provide where a driver shall get his
certificate. It is impossible for men to
carry out these provisions in the country.
A man may have a, machine working
for two or three days, and it may be im-
possible in the country to get a certificated
man, no matter what you may pay him.
I hope the recommendations of the memi-
ber for the Williams will be carried out.
It would be advisable if, before the Com-
mittee stage comes on, the few members
of the House who are interested in this
matter would meet together and draft
amendments which would suit the country
generally. We do not want anything
unreasonable, bat we want a law which
will be a protection to those who are
working machines, and one that em-
ployers can reasonably exist under. I
am sure that if some of the provisions
of the Bill are carried out, men will be
driven out of industries which we are
trying to foster in this State. From my
own experience, I know that the position
of those living near a railway will be bad
enough, but it will be impossible for
agriculturists in outside places to carry
on their occupations if the Bill is
enforced. These industries cannot now
be carried on without machinery, and
there is hardly any machinery made
which will not come within the scope of
the Bill. I hope the measure will be
amended before we get into Committee,
to make it workable both for employers
and employees.

MR. T. H. BATH (Hannans) : Every
time measures of this description, or
similar provisions in other Bills, come up
for consideration, certain members tell
us that the Bill should be made to apply
almost exclusively to the mining industry,
other industries being exempted from its
operation. Now, I think if it is necessary
to make regulations for the inspection of
machinery and boilers on the goldfields,
it is necessary to have similar inspection
elsewhere. If a boiler used in an agri-
cultural district explode, it is just as
likely to send people to kingdom-come as
if it were on a mine.
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Aft. Buxass: I did Dot object at all to
the inspection of boilers.

Ma. BATH: It is always stated that
while those employed on what, are called
our rich industries can afford to pay
inspection fees and to employ certificated
engine-drivers, yet if the Bill is made to
apply to farming or other rural industries,
it will form a burden which those engaged
in them cannot bear. I say that such
people are just as capable, have just
as much money for provid 'ing proper
boilers and other machinery and seeing
them properly safeguarded, as people in
any other industries, and I do not see
why they should be excluded. It is
stated that they are not always able to
secure certificated drivers; but I know
there is no difficulty in securing Such if
employers are ready to pay a. decent
wage. A certificated driver would in-
finitely prefer to bie employed in the
farming industry, where he wvould live in
better circumstances than on a wine in
the back country, where conditions are
harder. It is all aquestion of anadeq unt
wage; and if that wage is paid, employers
can always get certificated men. Looking
through the measure I find it is prac-
tically a consolidai ion of regulations and
sections in various existing Acts as set
forth in the schedule; and there is in it
nothing very new, and nothing unjust in
its incidence. By Clause 46 it appears
that the purpose of the Bill will be
defeated, because the responsibility is
removed from the owner of a boiler, and
thrown on the employee. While we can-
not expect that on every occasion the
owner Shall be compelled to bear the
onus of an 'y negligence of his employee, I
think tbe clause as it stands will remove
the responsibility fromu the employer,
and will make him. careless in seeing that
his boiler is in good condition.

THE MINIisw POP. MINEaS: If the
luau is careless, and the employer is not,
the man has to bear the brunt.

MR. BATH: But then the employer
will not be bound to see that proper men
are employed. tTnu MIISTRsn von
MINES: Oh, yes.] Another clause pro-
vides for the issue of third-class certifi-
cates; and I think the opinion both of
employers and employees is against their
issue. I know that the Royal Cowmmission
which investigated the mining industry
in 1898 reported that both the employers'

organisations-the Chamber of Mines and
Ithe Mine Managers' Association-and, the
representatives of 'the workers also, were
against the issue of third-class certificates.
I think a provision for a compulsory
certificate, which might be termed a third-
class certificate, for boiler attendants who
are not under the Supervision of the
engine-driver would meet the case, would

geatly improve the Bill, and would
be to the advantage of employer and
employee. Of course, where at boiler is
under the eve of the engine-driver, it
should not be necessary for the boiler
attendant to have a certificate; buat I
know that many gold mines have nests
of boilers at some distance from where
the engine-driver works, and in such
cases it should be compulsory for the
boiler attendant to have a third-class
certificate, and the proposed certificate
for third-class engine-drivers could be
done away with. Olause 56 proposes to

Iconstitute a board for dealing with the
examination of engine-drivers for certifi-
cates, and while it constitutes the board,
the clause provides that the examinations
shall be supervised by such persons as
the board may appoint. Now if the
board are to be constituted, I say they
should have direct control or the examina-
Lions, and should not be permitted to
delegate their powers to any other per-
sons, the nature of whose qualifications
is not set forth in the Bill. I fail to see
why we should depart from the old
provision 'which has given satisfaction
right through; and unless the Minister
in charge desires to have something new,
I fail to perceive what justification. he
has for this departure. In moving the
second reading the Minister said that the
board would travel in order to hold
examinations for drivers' ceTtifleates.
[THE MINISTER FOR MINES:' NO.] I
Iuderstood the Minister to say so, and

i that this would result in a reduction
of the cost of conducting the examina-
tions. I fail to see wh y the board
should be allowed to delegate their
powers to somne persons unknown to
Parliament, and whose qualifications are
not set forth in the Bill ; because this pro-
-vision is very important. O-enerallyI think
this a good measure, and one which in
Committee can be made to fit the case
without inflicting hardship on any section
of the community compelled to come
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under its provisions; therefore I shall
support the second readcing.

Tnr MINISTER FOR MINES (in
reply): I should like to answer a few of
the criticisms. The member for the
Willianms (Hon. F. H. Piesse) asked for
a fuller explanation of Clause 17, dealing
with fencing. I went very carefully into
that matter, and adopted the provision
which we see in the Bill. We have ko
many different classes of mnachinery that
if we try to specify too distinctly what
sort of rail shall be erected around dan-
gerous machinery, we may in certain
cases cause too much expenditure. I
think it wiser to leave that to the in-
spector, who will be a qualified engineer.
As to the inspection of boilers, we started
in this counitry by appointing boiler-
mnakers as inspectors; but in future all
who act as inspectors under this Bill
must, before appointment, qualify as
engineers.

HoNq. F. H. PinigsEs I quite agree that
there should be some protection, hut I
think the word "guarding" might he
better than " fencing."

Tais M5INISTER FOR INES. I
will look carefully into the matter, so
that when we get into Committee I shall
be satisfied that proper provision is made.
The menmber for York (Mr. Borges) com-
plained of the age restrictions. Now I
am sure the hon. member will agree that
no person under the age of 18 should be
left in charge of a. steam engine. I do
not perceive how the clauses will prevent
the employment of young persons gener-
ally; but there are too many instances of
people who send their own childreu to
take charge of muachinery, careless of
what may happen.

Mn. Bunoza: Under the Bill, young
lpeople will be prevented from working
with the miachinery.

TnE 'MINISTER FOR MINES:
Special provision is made to enable the
agriculturist to carry out work without
certificated drivers. The very last clause
in the Bill, giving power to make regula-
tions, provides that the Governor-in-
Council can make regulations prescribing
how and in what circumstances engines
used for agricultural or dairying pur-
poses only may be driven by uncertifleated
persons. I perfectly undersand that it
would be absolutely impossible to get a
certificated driver to attend to a small

*engine driving machinery for dairying or
ordinary agricultural puirposes, and we
shall make regulations to give such relief
as may be needed; but I shall not go so

Ifar as the member for the Williams by
saying that the engine-driver in charge of
at mill need not be certificated.

HoN. F. 11. PIESSE. I did not say that.
What I said was borne out by the mnember
for York. Where there is a certificated
engineer in charge of a mill, and where
there are stokers feeding ai boiler furnace
with wood, I do not see why such stokers
need have certificates.

THx MINISTER FOR MINES: I can
assure the bon. member that we are inot
making it compulsory for such men to
hold certificates. We are providing for
granting certificattes to boiler attendants,
but are not making them compulsory. A
person requiring a man to take charge of
aL boiler may prefer one who has proved
his qualifications by long service, or who
can show that he is qualified by the pro-
ductioni of a certificate. We do not make
the certificate compulsory.

Mn. BATHF: Then of what use is the
provision ?

THu@ MINISTER FOR MINES:
Many employers may desire it; but if it
were made compulsory, persons in out-
side places might have great difficulty iu
getting certifteated atteudants. I for one
will not agree to its being made compul-
sory; at the same time, we shall have the
lprovision in the Bill, to enable persons
who have gained an adequate knowledge
of boilers to obtain certificates. The only
other criticism was that regarding the
board. To grant certificates we intend
to appoint a board of three qualified
persons-the Chief Inspector of Machin-
ery, the State Mining Engineer, and
another person who shall be an engineer.
Say that we hold examinations in Kal-
goorlie, the papers will be sent from
Perth to the local police magistrate. On
the date of examination these papers will
he distributed by the inspector of ma-
chinery for the district and the inspector
of mines. The papers will be handed
round to the various applicants for cer-
tificates, and an oral examination will be
made by those officers.

Mx. BATH: What about the practical
examination ? We want a practical
examination as well. Any man can, by

ireading up, pass an oral examination,

Bill, second reading.
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THE INISTER FOR MINES: We
have the various parts of an engine, and
I feel satisfied that with the inspectors
we have they will be able to carry out the
examination as well as the boards have
done in the past, and without much
expense to the Stats. There has been no
practical examination in the past, because
there are not many owners who will
employ men to work a winding plant and
other such -machinery unless they are
satisfied that the men employed have
some knowledge of machinery. There
must be an oral examinationu and an
examination to be made on paper. If a
man is not able to read, as one member
suggests, he will not be able to get a
certficate of competency. If a man has
been in charge of an engine 12 months or
more prior to the passing of the Bill, be
will he able to get a certificate of service
at once. There are numerous small
engines about the city of Perth, for
instance, and we do not want to compel
drivers of suc;h engines to pass a very
hard examination; but our desire is to
make it easy for them to obtain a certi-
ficate of the third class, so that if they
choose they can work themselves up and
obtain a certificate of the second or first
class. In making it easy for them, we
want them to show that they have some
knowledge, that they understand to some
extent the working parts of an engine,
and that is why a third-class c-ertificate is
provided for. Not only will it become a
qualification to those who have to work
the smaller class of engines, but it will
induce them to try and get a greater
knowledge of machinery so as to obtain at
higher class of certificate..

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.
THE: MINISTER FOR MINES expressed

aL hope that members would be prepared
to go on with the Committee stage on
Thursday next.

Ordered, that the Bill be considered in
Committee on the next Thursday.

CONSTITUTON ACT AMENDMENT
BILL,

IN COMMITTEE,

MR. ILINGWOXTH in the chair; the
PREMIER in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to 4-agreed to.

Clause 5-Issue of writs for new Par-
liament:-

Mn. DAGLISH moved as an amend-
mient in hone 10,

That the words "of the Council ad" be
struck out.

His object was to provide that in the
event of a, double dissolution taking
place three mouths after the passing of
the Bill, when the two Chambers would
have been dissolved, only one should be
re-elected. He did not intend to start
any lengthy discussion of a princie
which was discussed at some lentiholast
year when a similar amendment was
moved, though unfortunately on that
occasion the amendment was blocked.
He introduced the amendment again now
because since that time there had been
farther evidence, if farther evidence were
needed, showing that the second Chamber
was out of touch with the requirements
of the people of this State. They had
for years past been calling for an
amendment of the Constitution, and f or
a redistribution of seats. They had
been demanding a liberalisation at all
events of the franchise, and the abolition
of plural voting. Whe-nmeasures dealing
with these subjects were passed by this
House last year and sent to another place,
that other place cast them aside without
the slightest consideration. Either that
Chamber or this Chamber must be utterly
oat of touch with what the people wanted;
and as he was satisfied that this Chamber
was not out of touch with the demands
of the electors, he had moved this amend-
ment for giving effect to his convic;tion
that the Upper House was out of touch
with the requirements of the electors.

THE PREMIER: The object of the
hon. member was to raise a discussion or
take a vote on the question as to whether
it was or was not desirable at the present
moment to abolish the other Chamber.
If the hon. member thought that, after
the passing of this Bill, and the consequent
dissolution of the two Houses there would
be an opportune time to consider his
amendment for abolishing the Upper
House, he could make a good case, but
quite apart fro m the merits of the discus-
sion the present time was inopportune. Hf
the hon. member, with his strong belief in
de mocratic principles, was even convinced
that amajority of the electors were inclined
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to agree with the amendment be had now
proposed, members would not be justified
in waking so radical and important a
change unless the matter had been fully
discussed in the Press and on the plat-
forms of the State, and opinion had been
strongly expressed by the electors con-
cerning the proposed change. [Severalinterjections.] If the mover, or any
member in this House, had placed clearly
before the electors in his constituency
this question of abolishing the Upper
House, and was able to distinguish
between those of his, electors who voted
for him in support of this pri nciple and
those who might be connectea with
organisations that would in the future
vote for him, if be were satisfied that
those who did so were influenced mainly
by a desire to support the bon. member's
design on another Chamber, then he
would be justified in voting for this
amendment; but those of us who did not,
come to the House fortified with so strong
an expression of opinion from our electors
would not be justified in voting for an
amendment so far-reaching in its effect.
No member had a right to vote for this
amendment unless hils electors had the
issue placed distinctly before them at the
time of that member's election.

Mut. BATH: The Premier had said his
electors were in favour of it-

THE PREMIER: Any member who
was elected to this Rouse on one plat-
form was not Justified in voting for so
drastic a change unless the matter was
clearly put before his electors. In deal-
ing with this far-reaching amendment,
none of them were justified in allowing
their personal Opinions to control them,
unless they had an emphatic indorsement
from their electors. Each member should
put the question to himself, whether his
electors were in favour of this change or
not. Mtembers owed a strong obligation to
their electors in such cases. For instance
if he (the Premnier) represented a farming
constituency and knew that an over-
whelmning majority of his electors were
opposed to thie abolition of the Upper
House, he would not be j ustified in voting
for this amendment unless the matter had
been clearly put before his electf:rs and
indorsed by them. They ought to obtain
the di rect expression of their constituents'
views before they committed themselves
to a policy which struck so deeply at con-

Istitutional privileges and usages as the
amendment did.

MR. DAGLISn: Would the Premier
support a referendum on the question?

THE PREMIER: That proposal was
to come before the House later in the
session, and they could deal with it then.
Let them deal with the question before
them. He bad no doubt the eloquence of
some members wo uld convince the electors
that this amendment was taking a right
course; but until members had convinced
their electors in that direction, it was
well to remainber the mandate given to the
House in this connection was mainl y to
secure redistribution of seats. He was glad
that discussion had been raised, but would
be sorry to think that a majority of mem-
bers w~ould agree to make such an
important amendment without a, f ull
discussion on what it involved.

MR, TAYLOR said be was fortified
with a mandate from the electors he
represented. During atour of his elec-
torate after last session he bad pointed
out the way in which the Upper House
had dealt with the Constitution Bill and
the Factories and Shops Bill and the
necesity to have an appeal to the country
before the measures could be carried; for
unless the Bills were altered to suit the
Upper House, there was no possibility of
that Chamber passing them. There was
a unanimous decision at every meeting
that, rath er than lose th ose two measures,
the Upper Chamber should be swept
away. He had no doubt as to the opinion
of the people of the State on that matter.
If the Premier would agree to a referen-
dum it would be found that 90 per cent.
of the electors were in favour of abolish-
ing the Upper Chamber. That bad been
the cry not only in this but in other
States. The Premier, when sitting in
Opposition, had stated that he had a
mandate from the East Perth electors to
do away with the Upper House; but the
Pre-mier did not now carry out the con-
viction which he then held.

MR. -NANSON: No one imagined that
if the amendment were agreed to the

1result would be the abolition of the
Upper House. The object of the mem-
ber for Suhiaco was no doubt to ascertain
what' members in this Chamber were
in favour of a single-chamber Constitu-
tion, and what members ware not yet

Iprepared to pledge themselves on the
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subject, and who were keeping an open
mind on the point in view of the forth-
coming general elections. For his part
he had no wish to wait to know what he
was told to do by the preponderating yoice
of public opinion; therefore he intended
to vote for the amendment, not because
it would result even if a majority of the
Rouse were in favour of it, in abolition
of another place, but because it gave
members an opportunity of affirming a
principle they believed in. Even if a
majority voted for the amendment, they
knew the treatment which the clause
would receive in another place. There-
fore the Premier might be perfectly
satisfied, and would be acting with
perfect safety that he was not going
to bring the Constitution toppling down
about their ears by voting for the amend-
ment. The Premier's opinion on the
subject was well known, and be would be
helping the movement materially and

steghening his own reputation if he
voted with the member for Subiaco.
This battle was beginning, and it must
be a long one, and those earnest in the
desire for the single-chamber Constitu-
tion should show it on every opportunity
that presented itself.

Amendment put, and a division taken
with the following result:-

Ayes
Noes

9
19

Majority against ... 10

Avis.
Mr. Bath
Mar, flaglish
Mr. Diamond
Air. Rustic
Mr. Johuou
Mr. Nanson
Mr. ote
Mr. Taylor
Mr. Wallact (TeN.,).

Now.
Mr. Atkins
Mr. Borges
Mr. Butcher
Mre. Eig
Ms. E'oosee
Mr. Qadine
Mr. Gordon
Mr. Gregory
Air. Hayward
Mr. Hicks
lAir. Hign
M. Hilme
Mr. James
Air. )lcWilames
Mr. Pies"
Mr. Piott
Mr. Esson
Sir Jas. G. Lee Steer
Mr. Jacoby (TeUr4

Amendment thus negatived, and the
clause passed.

Clauses 6, 7-agreed to.
Clause 8-Electoral Provinces:
MR. DAGLISH moved as an amend-

ment,
That in line 2 the word "eight" be struck

out, and " twelve " inserted in lieu.

There should be smaller provinces, and
each province sh ould return two members
instead of three. A similar amendment
was proposed last year, and they did not
need much argument to justify the pro-
posal to make the provinces as small as
possible. Probably the Premier would
see his way to accept the amendment.
The provinces should be made small so
that it would be easy for a larger number
of individuals to contest the seats, in
which case the Council would be brought
more into line with public opinion.

THE PREMIER: It would be advisable
to postpone the consideration of Clause 8
until after Clause 24.

MR. DAGLISH: The amendment only
affected the Council.

THE PREMIER: The number of
members of the Council depended on the
number of members of the Lower House,
and the size of the provinces depended
upon the number of members to be
returned. As the number of provinces in
the Council depended upon the number
of members in the Lower House, until
the number of members for the Assembly
was fixed it would be difficult to deal
with Clause 8. Suppose. for the sake of
argument the Committee decided there
should be 60 members in the Lower
House, that would naturally increase the
representation in the Upper House. The
number of 24 members for the Council
was based on the assumption that there
would be 48 members in the Lower
House.

MR. DAGLIsir: That did not affect the
question whether there should be two or
three members for each province.

THE PREMIER: Did not the number
of provinces affect the size P

MR. DAGLISH: Certainly.
THE PREMIER: Supposing, for the

purposes of argument, the Committee
came to the conclusion that there should
be 60 members in the Assembly, that
would give an increased representation
over 24 to the Legislative Council. and
therefore increase the number of pro-
vinces. The number of provinces on the
three-member basis might give a pro-
vince which territorially was quite small
enough to be worked by three members,
and which need not be reduced to a two-
member Standard to make it a workable
axea.
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Mn. DAGLIsH: The territorial size could
not be too small, but it could be too large.

THE PRLEMIER: The territorial size
could be too small. If a province was too
small it would remove one of the distinct
differences which existed to-day between
the Lower Rouse and the Upper House.

MR. DsAGLrsn: Supposing there were
15 provinces, would the Premier argue
that an ,y of those provinces would be too
small, assuming the Assembly consisted
of 60 members?

THE PREMIER: In suggesting that
15 electorates might be too large, the
hon. member had surely in his mind
knowledge derived from last year's
Redistribution of Seats Bill.

Mn. DAGLIsH: NO. With 15 elec-
torates, could any one of them be too
small ?

Tnr PREIER: Yes, if nude too
small; but what was the hion. member's
standard P

MR. DAGLISH: Say the standard of
the present representation in the 'Upper
House, having regard to areas.

TH.E PREMIER: Then the country
could be divided into 15 easily-workable
electorates; but the difficulty was that
we now ignored the question of area
when dealing with the populous elec-
torates. We were not now dealing with
redistribution of seats. In answer to a
bald question, irrespective of present
representation, or of the particular area,
or of the number of electors members in
another place represented, he would say
that we could territorially divide this
State into easily workable electorates not
exceeding 15. The lion. member's argu-
ment might be affected by the number of
members to be fixed for the Lower
House; therefore it would be well to
disease this matter with the full know-
ledge which would be ours when the
most important factor, the number of
Assembly members, was known.

Motion passed, and the clause post-
poned.

Clauses 9, 10-agreed to.
Clauses 11, 12-postponed.
Clauses 18 to 16-agreed to.
Clause 17.-Absence of President:
MR DIAMOND: Surely the Chair-

mnan of Committees in the Council, rather
than an Acting President to be appointed
by members, should take the Chair in the
absence of the President.

TaE PREMIER: That point could
be settled in the Standing Orders of
the Council. Some members thought
there was no special need for a Chairman
of Committees in the Council. On this
he (the Premier) did not express an
opinion; but there was no reason why
the provision suggested should be made
here.

Clause passed.
t. lauses 18 to 21- agreed to.
Clause 22-Vacancy by absence:
MR. RIGHAM: The seat of a, Legis-

lative Councillor would become vacant
were he absent for one month, Owing to
the tong adjournments of another place,
it might happen that a member absent
when that House adjourned for a month
would lose his seat. Better fix a, definite
number of sittings.

THE PREMIER: The clause read
"fail to attend." If there were no sit-

tings, there could be no failure to attend.
Clause passed.
Clause 28-Legislative Assembly:
THE PREMIER moved that this

Clause and Clause 24 (electoral districts)
be postponed. When they were reached,
he hoped members would be prepared to
deal with them fully.

MR. BATH: Could figures be sup-
pliedP

THE PREMIER: The figures given
last session could hardly be usefully added
to. Members would see from the last
report of the electoral officers that these
gentlemen did not consider the Federal
returns accurate, and the (.*overnment
were not able to give farther information
than that published about a month ago
in the Press by the Electoral Registrar,
dealing with the figures and commenting
on the Commonwealth returns. Copies
of this would lie provided.

Mn. BATH: The Federal returns were
more businesslike and up to date.

THE PREMIER: Possibly.
Ma.DDUAxoiqn: Provide Census returns,

State returns, and Federal returns.
THE PREMIER: The Census returns

and State returns given last session could
not be exactly accurate. The Census did
not show on which side of a street a. man
lived.

MR. DIAMOND: Though the population
was increasing, the State returns showed
a decrease of electors in some large d is-
tx-zeta.

[ASSEMBLY.] in Commiltee.
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Trt PREMIER:- Copies of the figures
recently published would be provided.

Motion passed, and the clauses post-
poned&

Clauses 25 to 30-agreed to.
Clause 31-Quorum:-
MR. DAGTTSH moved, as an amend.-

ment,
Tbat the words "1one-third " in line one be

struck out, and " one-balfi" inserted in lieu.
The clause would then be in unison with
that already passed for the Council, and
would encourage member? of this Rouse
to attend; for the lower the quorum the
smaller would be the attendance. When
members decided to sacrifice themselves
for the country, half of them at least
should be prepa~red to wake that sacrifice
every day during session. In an
Assembly of 48, 24 was surely a small
enoughb number to be intrustedi with the
work of legislating.

TaxE PREMIER opposed the amend-
ment. One-third -was a fair quorum.
All members could not be expected to be
always here. [MR. DAaLISH: Half
should be here.] Members knew how
difficult it was to secure a quorum at a
meeting of any corporate body.

MR. DAGLITH: And the smaller the
quorum the more difficult to get it.

Tau PREMIER: But as theme was the
same difficulty in 4ll bodies, ought we not
to fix the lowest quorum consistent with
an attendance sufficient for the proper
discharge of legislative duties?. A
minimum of 16 was surely sufficienat;
for though only- a bare quorum might be
present, additional members were always
available if required. Frequently a thin
attendance meant that obstructive tactics
were being pursued, and that some memn-
hers had retired to avoid weariness, or
they might be relieving each ether in
relays. Difficulty in keeping a quorum
arose not so much when there was work
to be done as mn ease of obstruction for
the purpose of delay.

At 6&30, the CHAIMAN left the Chair.
At 7-30, Chair resumed.

Maz. D&GLISH called attention to the
state of the House. Other members
having entered, he withdrew the call.

M.WALLACE supported the
amendment for increasing the quorum t~o
25. because he had noticed tbat for many

years past important legislation passed
through this House when less than a
quorum of members were present. When
members went before electors they should
bear in mind. the fact that important
legislation was dealt with when less than
a, quorum of members were present in the
Legislative Assembly. Last session he
had spoken on the desirableness of
securing a quorum by making some pro-
vision in connection with the payment of
members; but he now recognised that it
would be niore suitable to make the
amendment in the place proposed by the
member for Subiaco. It was only asking
that in a Rouse of 48 members, at least
24 should attend to give assistance in
legislation, by voting if not by speaking.
Not many members of this Assembly
were patrons of the Refreshment Room;
and most of those members who were
conspicuous by their absence when busi-
ness was going on were beyond the
precincts of the House. He hoped the
mover would press the amendment to a
division.

MR.. ATKIS; The amendment would
only put more work on those members
who actually did attend to transact busi-
ness, aid. those who were usually absent
would be absent all the same. If there
were an amendment which would impose
some penalty on absentees he might
support it.

Mn. BATH: When the Premier spoke
on the amendment, he advanced a good
argument in favour of dispensing with
the services of many members of thisi
House. [TxE Paunsat: Hear, hear.]
It was not reasonable to expect that less
than 25 membhers should attend to take
part in legislation. Last session there
were repeated instances of important
measures dealt with when a bare quorum
of 17, or oven less, was present; and
when divisions had been taken on im-
portant clauses in a Bill, some members
would troop in from the Refreshment
Room. and vote on the question, asking
afterwards what the voting had been
about. That was not the sort of conduct
for a Legislative Assembly. If the
quorum were increased to 25 as pro-
posed, it would not be any hardship on
those members who did attend to do
business. If members objected to a
quorum of 25 because it would be too
much of a requisition on their services, it
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should be remembered that it was the
duty of members to give at least a
reasonable time to the consideration of
business before the House. The amend-
ment would tend to insure that when
members did exercise their vote they
would have some knowledge of the sub-
ject on which they were called to vote.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS:
While agreeing with those who wished to
encourage the attendance of members, he
thought that to insist on the quorum of
the House being half the total number
would offer a premium to obstruction. It
was not likely to occur this session, but
there had been instances in which mem-
berg on one side of the House had pur-
posely gone out, leaving only one of their
number present to call attention to the
state of the House. Let us assume, for
the sake of argument, that the parties
were. more equally divided tban at present,
and that the full House consisted of 48
members; then one would be in the
Chair, leaving 47; and suppose 26 were
on one side and 21 on the other, then if
the tactics he had referred to were
attempted, one member might remain on
one side of the Chamber, and that would
make it compulsory on the other side to

provide 20 members out of a possible
total of 26 so as to form a quorum for
carrying on the business. In such cir-
cumnstances it would be very difficult, if
not impossible, to insure the presence of
a quorum on every occasion, if the quorum
were fixed at half the total number.

MR. BATH : How long would they
last if they carried on those tactics?

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: If
the quorum were made one-half the
whole number, we might find many
occasions on which obstructive tactics
would be resorted to, and with greater
success than had been possible in the
past. Such a state of things would be
an inducement to members who were
disposed to obstruct business, if they
knew that the Government would have to
keep nearly their full strength in the
Chamber in order to carry on business,
while the Opposition could do practically
as they chose.

Ma. TAYLOR: How long would the
country stand it?

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
country had stood it before, and perhaps
the country would stand it again. Such

a state of things was a danger very
apparent to him in considering this
amendment; and when members realised
the danger, they would he loth to increase
the quorum pro vided in the clause.

MR. BUTCHER: One could hardly
think that such a state of things ats had
been described could exist or ever did
exist here. He was inclined to support
the amendment because it would have a
good effect; it would be the means of
keeping a, larger number of members
within a reasonable distance of the House,
and would not be so likely to throw the
whole work of the session upon a few. It
was deplorable that such a measure as
this Bill for amending; the Constitution
should be discussed here by such a small
majority of members as were now within
the Chamber -less than a majority. He
had noticed on many occasions last session,
when important measures were before the
House, that it was difficult to get the
necessary number to form a quorum.
By increasing the quorum to one-half, or
even larger, it would be the means of
keeping more members here.

MR. DAf4LTSH: Before his amend-
inent was put to the vote, be would
explain that he was asking the House to
do in regard to this Chamber what this
Chamnber had already done in regard to
another place. Last session a proposal
moved by him was carried, affirming that
a quorum of the Legislative. Council
should be one-half; and as that amend-
ment had since been embodied in this
Bill, it showed that the Government had
adopted the principle. How, therefore,
could the Government with consistency
protest and say that half the members
was too large a quorum for the Assembly.
The Bill was either wrong in the clause
dealing with the Council or it was wrong
in the clause which members were now
considering. His opinion wats that the
clause members were now considering was
wrong. The argument of the Minister
for Works was in favour of the clause
for the reason that in three years it was
possible for the Legislative Assembly to
get somewhat out of touch with the will
of the electors. And if by obstruction
the business of Parliament could not be
carried on, the Government could report
to His Excellency that they were unable
to carry on although they had a majority
behind them, and the Governor no doubt
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would give them an opportunity of going
to the country, when the electors could
decide on their merits. If a larger
quorum acted as the Minister suggested
there would be a dissolution when the
House absolutelyv called for it. When
th e Government lost control of the House
and when they could only carry on the
business by the weight of their num-
bers and by 'using the brute strength
of their majority, it was time the Govern-
ment should go to the country. If the
Government had public opinion behind
them, then they could always without
numbers keep the Opposition reasonably
quiet. Since members were paid, surely
it was their duty to attend. Therefore
members should insist that no business
should be done unless one-half complied
with the requirements of their duty.

Mn. PIG-OTT: The argument of the
member for Subiaco was that as members
were paid they should always be in attend-
ance. Hf the member for Subiaco,
believed that he came under that view
and believed that he was well paid for
his services, and could devote the whole
of his time, and thought that his
stipend of £2200 per annum was ample
repayment for his time, yet there were
many members of the House who did not
come within that category.

MR. DAGLISH : The House only sat for
a few months of the year, and for a, few
hours on a. few days of the week.

THE PaEMXER-: They were very tire-
some hours when some members were
speaking.

Mn. PIGOTT: Members of the House
were not to be twitted because they
happened to be away for a few sittings. A
member was not to be charged with obtain-
ing money by means of false pretences, as
the nricnber for Subiaco would like to put
it, if he did not happen to attend every
day. If a member did his duty to his
constituents, that warn all that was re-
quired of him.

MR. BATH: Did he do it, though?
Mn. PIG-OTT: A. member's - con-

stituents might think he was doing his
duty if he did not attend the sittings of
the Rouse. The members of the Labour
benches knew that their power lay more
outside the House than it did inside. Let
members fix the quorum at a, reasonable
number, and the business of the House
could be transacted in fir time. The

member for Subiaco argued that by
increasing the quorum business would be
more speedily dealt -with. Last session
there were many occasions when a quorum
could not be obtained in the House, and
the number of members required to form
a quorum wan only 1?. He could not see
how the argument applied that if the
quorum were increased the work done
would also be increased. Were members
to stand the dictation from the Labour
benches because the members sitting on
those benches had absolutely nothing to
do but to attend to their duties ina the
HouseF The members on the Labour
benches were well paid for their duties.

MR. DAGLISR: The hon. member re-
garded the amendment as an attack on
the Government: that was why he was
so indignant.

Mn.. PIG-OTT:- The position of the
country members must be considered.

Tas PREMIER: The member for
Subiaco moved the amendment entirely
in accordance with the principles of his
party. The larger a quorum was made,
the more it played into the hands of a
third party,

MR. DA&GLISH:- There were only two
parties in the House.

THE PREMIER: That was the only
reason why the member for Subiaco
moved the amendment; not because he
thought that a quorum of one-third was
insufficient, but he knew that if the
quorum was made larger the more
influence his party exercised in the House.
In a House of 4B members there were 47
effective members divided into three
parties. There were 10 members of the
Labour Party, leaving 37 out of which
the two other parties had to be formed,
making a majority of 19 members; there-
fore it was necessary to have 19 members
to give a majority in relation to one party
or the other, putting the third party out
of the question. But whilst 19 members
would give a majority in relation to
the two parties in the House, it would
not give a quorum. Only the other
day the member for Subiaco complained
about this in the House. He wanted to
see the Government strong and the
Opposition strong; and he (the Premier)
then interjected, "1So that the third
party would 'hold the balance of power."
The larger the quorum the more it would
assist the Labour or any third party, who
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strongly objected to any condition of
affa~irs ini which they saw a strong Govern-
ment. The Labour Party wished to see an
evenly-balanced Government and Oppo-
sition, so that they held the balance
of power. The larger the quorum
was wade the more it played into the
hands of those who wished to control the
House. The larger a quorum was made,
the stronger the position it gave to a
combined third party, whether labour
party, country party, or goldflields party.
What was required was a fair quorum,
and one-third appeared to be a fair
number. The country judged the men
who were most active and assisted in the
work of legislation. There should be a
free choice in the hands of the electors,
who should say if a man should be
returned time after time to the House.
A great number of those who had spoken
in favour of the amendment were often
absent for weeks at a time, but when
present were very active and asserted
their presence by talking. That did not
apply to the member for Subiaco or the
members on the Labour beach. Knowing
the difficulties in connection with the
carrying on of work in Parliament, which
were not peculiar to Western Australia, it
was unreasonable to ask the House to
adopt a quorum the only effect of which
would be to place any Government in the
hands of a minority who were bound
together as a party, and would refuse to
assist unless they were given this or
that, and who would not assist to carry,
on the business of the House by forming
a quorum.

MR. HASTIE: Even such an extra-
ordinary logician as the rremier must see
that with a quorum of 16 or 17, seven or
eight members bound to act together
would have far greater power in the
House than they would have with a larger
quorum. Not satisfied with probabilities
the Premier talked of possibilities, and
spoke of what would occur if the Labour
party as a body left the House, so as not
to keep a quorum. IBut the Premier was
unable to state that such a, thing ever
took place. Certainly it had not taken
place during the last two sessions, nor
would it in future. The Premier and the
'Minister for Works assumed that somne
party would act thus; but surely if it did
so once it would never repeat the experi-
ment. This was a question of principle.

Should we encourage the presence in Par-
liament of ornamental members who
came here only occasionally ? Why not
insist on a, substantial quorumP Last
session many important, provisions iu
Bills were objected to by the leader of
the Opposition and by other members
lire and. in another place, on the ground
that they had been considered by a very
thin House. The objection, though, stereo-
typed, was genuine, as was another that
certain legislation was ill-considered and
hasty. And why?, Because few had
taken the trouble to come here to dis-
cuss the measures, but preferred to neglect
their duties by staying away. A fuller
attendance would have prevented many
of the serious objections raised by anot her
place. The only possible objection to
the amendment was that in a House of 48
some half-dozen members might be absent
on leave, and four or five might be sick;
hence 24 might be too large a quorum.
Some provision might be made for ex-
cepting absentees; but surely half of the
paid representatives of the country was a
reasonable quorum, especially as the
House would then be on the same basis
as another place. He agreed with the
leader of the Opposition that some mem-
bers were paid too much for their services;
for they attended only occasionally, and
did not make Parliamentary affairs their
serious concern. On the other hand,
members who attended earnestly to busi-
ness should not be sneered at by the hon.
member because their services were fairly
well remunerated.

Mix. CONNOR-. At least half the
members of the House should be present
before any legislation adffecting the
country was undertaken. He supported
the amendment, which he himself had
intended to move; and he thanked the
mover for bringing it forward. It was
pleasant to note the Premier' s consis-
tency, since he took office, in opposing
suggestions which, when he sat in Oppo-
sition, he would have warmly supported;
and this was one of those suggestions.
None could deny that one-half was a fair
quorum.

THE- PREMIER: Why did not the hon.
member attend more frequently?

Mit. CONNOR: Last session he was
not in the country, but was bani shed for a
time, though he had been impelled to
return by reflecting on the talent and
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beauty to be found on the Treasury bench.
As an ultra-democrat the FrenieT must
surely support the amendment.

Mw. BATH: The Premier displayed
conspicuous ability in arguing against
his own side. He said the House had no
right to tell members how often and how
long they should attend, and that if thev'
did not carry out their duties satisfac-
torilv their electors should deal 'with
them. But in addition to the appeal to
the electors, there was a wider appeal to
the whole State; for members repre-
sented the country as well as their elec-
torates, therefore the State could judge
of their conduct.

THE PxnMinu: Was not the work of
one mnan for a day sometimes more
valuable than a week's work of another
man ?

Ms. BATH: That had not appeared
in this House, nor was it the ease in his
experience. Onlyv through Parliament
and by amendments like this could thEi
State decide whether members had
carried out their duties to the country as
a. whole. The leader of the Opposition
was as illogical as the Premier when be
stated that some members were not so well
able as labour members to devote time
to the country's business. Surely mem-
bers were sent here to legislate; and if to
this they could Dot devote sufficient time,
they should, rather than stay away, try,
to have the number of sitting days and
sitting hours reduced;- for none could
maintain that by remaining away they
could intelligently express the views
of their constituents on the measures dis-
cussed.

TanB TREASURER : We bad seen
that certain members lectured others
as to how we should discharge our
duties; but if some were in default,
surely the remedy lay with their consti-.
tuents, who, if dissatisfied with the
meagre attendances of their representa-
Eives, could decide -whether the repre-
sentation should continue. The member
for East Kimberley (Mr. Connor) rushed
into the breach, but if members like him
were to constitute a quorum, the House
wrould meet at 8 p.m. instead of 4-0. If
the number of the quorum were in-
creased there would always be difficulty,
and the country had not complained of
the present number. All must admit that
there were times in every session when

it would be almost imlpossible to get 24
members in or about the House, and
certainly quite impossible to get 24 in
the House. A quorum of 17 was fa~ir.
The otherStates experienced the same diffi-
culty. How could the House of Commons
work if half the membersformeda. quorumP
It would be impossible to do that; and
so long as the remedy was in the hands
of the constituents, so long had members
here no voice in regard to it. A quorum
of 17, as provided in the Bill, was a fairly
reasonable proportion in a House of 48
members.

MR. GORDON: The amendment would
tend to limit the choice of constituents
in regard to candidates; for while mem-
hers of the Labour party were -willing to
give their services and their whole time
for £,200 a year. other members did -not
find it practicable to give their whole time
to the work of legislation when they had
to earn a living in addition to attending
to the duties of this House. If the
amendment were carried, men of ability
would hardly agree to give their 'whole
time to the work of legislation. Also,
there would not be a sufficient margin to
come and go on, if the quorum were fixed
at 25 in a House of 48 members. It was
only natural that a member who wanted
to earn more than £200 a year, and
especially a member with a large family,
should give some time to his business
outside this House. The quorum should
stand at 17.

MR. DIAMOND supported the amend-
ment. The Premier, whether wilfully or
unintentionally, had misrepresented the
facts. The question resolved itself into
one of percentage. There were certain
Labour members of this House, not ten
as had been stated, but seven, and he was
not himself one of the seven.

MR. Jacony: How many were indirectly
members of that party?

MR. DIAMOND: Therefore, how a
body of seven mnen could control the
legislation of this House, if the quorum
were fixed at not less than 25, was ant
argument he could not understanld. The
amendment would mean that with a
House of 48 there mnust be at least 24 to
carry on legislation; yet nearly all the
previous arguments were based on the
assumption that the Labour party con-
trolled the legislation of this House because
they were a unitsed body. This meant
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that seven men could control the delibera-
tions of 24 or more men; and surely that
argument was absolutely illogical. The
Labour members had had it thrown in
their teeth that they were receiving £4 a
week and were not worth more. The
leader of the Opposition and the member
for South Perth (Mr. Gordon) had spoken
to that effect. The suggestions were
unworthy of this House. Every member
was sent here to represent his con-
stituents, and it was an unworthy and
improper imputation to say he should
give a greater amount of his time to
the State as a Labour member, because
if he were not a member of Parliament
he would not be able to earn more than he
received for his services as a member.
The amendment must do good, for if
members knew that it was necessary for
24 to be present, it would be likely to
insure a larger attendance than bad been
the case in the past.

MR. TAYLOR supported the amend-
ment. By the present system of register-
ing the attendance of members from day
to day, all that a. member need to do was
to walk into the House, remain a few
minutes and go away, thereby having
himself recorded as in attendance at that
sitting. This method of recording at-
tendances did not enable electors in the
country to know whether their represen-
tative took any part in debate, and they
might infer that he was present the whole
time. Some members could be seen
counting their attendances at the close of
the session, as a record to show how many
times they had been present; yet soine of
those members who were recorded as
present every day throughout the session,
except on perhaps three or four days, had
in some cases avenaged not more than 25
minutes of attendance at each sitting
throughout the session. It would be
well if the Premier could devise some
better system of recording attendances.

Tun, PREMIERm: The Standing Orders
dealt with that.

Mn. TAYLOR: The present system
was very misleading, and while that
system continued the quorum should be
increased to half the full number of the
House.

MR. DAGLISH: Certain unwarrant-
able innuendos had been thrown at the
party with which he was connected, and
he regretted that some of these innuendos

emanated from the Premier. It would
not have been a very, unworthy thing
even had he proposed this amendment
with the object of increasing the power
of the Labour party; but it would be
unworthy if, having proposed an amend-
ment with that object, he denied that it
was his object. He had put forward the
amendment entirely for the reason that
if legislation were carried on by less than
half the full number of members, the
House as a -whole was not doing its duty
to the country. The Premier bad said
be would show bow, in a quorum of 24,
the seven Labour members would have a.
greater influence than in a quorum of 17;
but the Premier omitted to show how
that would be. Of course he did say
they could withdraw from the House.

THE PR-EMIER: A quorum of 17 was
more easily kept than a quorum of 24.

Mn. DAGLISH: It was so hard to
keep a, quorum of 17 all last session that
if even one Labour member had with-
drawn there would -not have been enough
members to go on -with the business on
some occasions. As to trusting the Op-
position now, the fac-t was that if a, mem-
ber listened with his eyes closed he could
hardly distinguish whether the remarks
in favour of a particular course came
form the Government side or the Oppo-
sition side. The Treasurer had com-
plained that the Labour members were
lecturing the House, and apparently that
Minister regarded himself as having a
monopoly of the right of lecturing mem-
bers; so that Minister had immediately
taken on himself to lecture the mem-
ber for Hannans (Mr. Bath) because
he spoke twice on an amendment of
this importance. It was the duty of
members to prevent important questions
going through without adequate dis-
cussion. The Treasurer had said the
country did not complain of the poor
attendances of members. in this House;
yet one recollected that last session the
newspapers were full of complaints as to
the poor attendance of members. If the
country then had any remedy, undoubt-
edly the constituents in a, large number
of cases would have used that remedy.
Now we should make it unnecessary for
the country to complain by making it
necesary for a larger number of mem bers
to take part in legislation. The member
for South Perth (Mr. Gordon) had aid
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the Labour party valued their services at
£,200 a year, but that other members
valued their time at a, higher rate. It
was not that members of the Labour
party valued their services so low, but
they valued their promises and pledges to
constituents a. little higher than did other
members, and were prepared to make
greater sacrifices to fulfil those promises
and pledges. The Labour members bad
pledged themselves that if sent to Par-
liament they would devote their time,
energies, and powers to fulfilling
their parliamentary duties; and he
did not think it was any justification for
a taunt that, having been elected, the
Labour members were trying to the best
of their powers to fulfil their promises.
The Labour members might not possess
the same transcendent genius as the
member for South Perth, but they did
make a more serious effort to fulfil their
election pledges than the member for
South Perth thought necessary.

Amendment put, and a division taken
with the following result:-

Ayes ... ... .. 9
Noes ... ... ... 21

Mr. B
Mr. Bii
Mr. Cc
Mr. L
Mr.i
Mr. HM
Mr. J
Mr. To
Mr. W

Ami

Majority against ....... 12

'tit r. Atkins
iteher Mr. =ur8ominor Mr. t a
iglish Mr. Giirdiner
amen6 Mr. Gordon

tie Mr. Gregory
inon Mr. Haward
yor Mr.Hik
intao (Toller). Mr. Holmes

Mr. Hopkins
Mr. Jacoby
Mr. James
Mr. McWilliams
31r. Oats
Mr. flesse
i;. Pigott
Mr. Purkis
Mr. quin
Mr. Eason
'Mr. Smith
Mr. Higha~m (Teller).

endment thus negatived, and the
clause passed.

Clauses 32, 23-agreed to.
Clause 34-Vacancy by absence:
Mn.DA OtIS H: There was a provision

that the seat of a member became vacant
if for any month of any session of Parlia-
ment, without permission, he failed to
atrpnd the Assembly. The words " with-
out the permission of the Assembly "
might be omitted, as members had no
right, nor were they given any power by,
the electors, to grant a member leave of

absence. A member applied for leave of
absence from the House, and as a matter
of course members never refused any such
application, which might be made on
absolutely insufficient grounds, and. the
electors represented by the member might
disagree with the granting of permission.
It was not reasonable that the House
should express an opinion at all on the
absence of a member, who if he should
consult anyone it should be his con-
stituents, and get authority direct from
them,

THE PnRminR: What about cases of

MRn. DAGLISH: In cases of illness,
absence was absolutely justifiable.

Tnn PUEMI Et: The constituency would
be unrepresented still.

MR. DAGLISH: The circumstances
were entirely different. A man might be
absent at the Melbourne Cup seeing the
races, or he might be absent on private
business in South Africa. Where there
was a certain amount of pleasure or profit
to be derived from the trip, then it could
not be compared to the case of absence
through illness, except the illness was
likely to be permanent.

Tnnz PREMIER:- How would a member
obtain the consent of the electors ?

MR. DAGLISH: He could go before
the electors in the principal centres. An
exception might be made where absence
was occasioned by ill-ness, but it was not
fair to the House that we should be asked
to grant permission for absence. If
members thought they had no right to
grant permission, and that a, member,
without justification, was applying for
permission to absent 'himself, no one
would object, for if a member did so he
would rest under the stigma. of the mem-
ber's personal hostility. He moved that
in lines 2 and 3 the words " without the
permission of the Assembly " be Struck
out.

MR. PIGOTT; If a member was away
from the House for a month his seat
would be forfeited, and in case of illness
there could he no excuse.

Mn. DAGLISH: If the amendment
were carried, he intended to propose to
add at the end of the clause the words
" unless h is absence be caused by illness."
That would give ample power to a member
to be absent during any session on the
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score of illness, or for 29 days without
being ill.

MR. DIAMOND: What did a, month
mean ? Did it begin on the first of the
month or in the midldle ? Was a month
to .be reckoned a calendar month or four
weeks, and if so how many Parliamentary
days were there in a. calendar monthP
Why should we not stick to the present
rule? If a member remained away from
the House for a month he must lose his
seat.

THE PREMIR: Under the existing
Constitution Act a member could remain
away for two months without leave.

MR. DIAMOND: At present&a member
could remain away for a fortnight by
obtaining leave of the House. Why not
allow a similar practice to continue F

Amendment negatived, and the clause
passed.

Clauses 35 to 40-agreed to.
Clause 41-Member to vacate his seat

on sitting in Parliament of Common-
wealth:-

Mnt. BUTCHER moved that all the
words after " Parliament," in line 3. be
struck out. It was not right to allow a
member of this Parliament to acquire a
seat in the Federal Parliament, and
retain his seat in this till he actually
took his seat in the other. His seat here
should be vacated upon his election.

THE PREMIER:- True, as the law
stood, the seat here did not become
vacant until the member actually took his
seat in the Federal House. There was
no objection to the amendment, which
was fair, because a. member so elected had
made up his mind to go to the Federal
Parliament, and the sooner there was a
vacancy here the better.

Amendment pas~sed.
On motion by the PREMnIER, farthber

consideration of the clause postponed.
Clause 42-Disqualification of mem-

bers :
Mn. HASTIE: Subolause 4disqualified

clergymen and ministers of religion.
Against this he had protested last session,
but did not get much support. It was
unwise to limit the choice of electors by
refusing to allow them to return any
ordinary citizen. The only reason for
this disqualification was the English
precedent, which disqualified none but
clergymen of the Established Church
other than bishops and archbishops. No

reason had been given in Australia for
excluding clergymen or ministers, except
that these gentlemen might have excep-
tional opportunities for wooing the
electors. He moved that Subelause 4 be
struck out.

Amendment negatived.
Mn. JACOBY: Would Subehause 5,

dealing with offices of profit under the
Crown, prevent any civil servant retired
on a. pension from entering the House?

THE PREMIER: Yes; pensioners were
not allowed to enter Parliament.

MR. JACOBY:- In Britain, half-pay
officers could enter.

THE PREMIER -So they could here, by
the last paragraph of this clause.

MR, JACOBY: As the Government
could not increase the pensions, there
was no objection to the pensioner's
presence in Parliament.

THE: PREMiER: Why was the point
raised? Did apensioner desire to stand F

Mx. JACOBY:- An experienced civil
servant drawing a pension might wish to
devote the rest of his life to Parlia-
mentary duties, and might be of great
assistance. Why should he be debarred
if a constituency were willing to elect
him? Tn this House there had been
Imperial pensioners.

THE PREIER: The clause as it stood
was preferable; for it followed the practice
of the past, and that of the old country.

Ma. HAsniE: If a pensioner were
elected could his pension be suspended
while he continued a member of the
HouseP

MR. JOHNSON: The Premier should
afford more information. Surely mem-
bers did not desire to debar any retired
civil servant from being elected?

Mn. FOULKES:- The subelause was
necessary, for it referred to pensions
payable during the pleasure of the
Crown; and as the Crown acted on the
advice of Ministers, a pensioner sitting
in Opposition might be dealt with harshly
byv the Government. Such a member
mig-ht not be disinterested, hut might
support a Government which would make
his pension safe. There was a distinction
between such a man and an Imperial
pensioner. The latter had been pensioned
because he lost office when Responsible
Government was instituted, and he could
not be deprived of his pension, henace his
position would be independent.
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TEE PREMIrER: The matter would be
looked into prior to recommittal.

Clause passed.
Clauses 43 to 42-agreed to.
Clause 49-postponed.
Clause 50-Powers. of the House in

respect of legislation:
MR. HASTIE:- The clause stated that

the Council might not amend proposed
laws imposing taxation or proposed laws
appropriating revenue, while the next
paragraph stated that the Council might
not amend any proposed law so as to
increase any proposed charge or burden
on the people. Was not the second
provision redundantP

TaE PREMIER: No. The first dealt
-with laws imposing taxation, and the
second prevented the Council from dealing
with an ordinary law by amending it in
such a wa.y as to impose taxation. The
addition was by way of abundant caution.
A taxation Bill must not be touched by
way of amendment, nor must any other
Hill be amended in such a way as to
increase any proposed charge or burden
on the people.

MR. HASTIE :If the Legislative
Council were not to have the power to
increase any proposed charge or burden
on the people, why should they have
power to decrease such charge or burdenP
He moved that the words "or decrease;'
be inserted.

Tiz PREMIER: In the case of a Bill
which indirectly proposed taxation, the
Council had not the power to increase
any rate or charge provided in such Bill,
but they might reduce it. In a taxation
Bill pure and simple, the Council could
neither increase nor decrease any tax or
burden; and their only means of obtain-
ing amendment consisted in the power to
suggest. The third paragraph in the
clause dealt with the class of cases not
covered by the second paragraph. In an
ordinary Bill which indirectly imposed a
charge or burden on the people, why
should the Council not have the right to
decrease it? An income tax would be a
law imposing taxation. generally. As to
the next class of eases, suppose that in an
ordinary Bill there was a. provision for
imposing say a, municipal rate, the Legis-
lative Council would have power 0to
amend the rate by decreasing it, accord-
ing to this clause. The third paragraph

in the clause dealt with those cases which
imposed indirectly a charge or rate, as for
instance a, Bill imposing fees for timber
licenses or miners' rights; and such a
'Bill was not deemed to be a measure
imposing taxation. The idea was that
the Legislative Council should bave power
to decrease a charge or burden in a Bill.
which was not directly a taxation Bill;
that they should have power to amend by
decreasing, so long as the Bill did not
form a part of the financial policy of the
Government.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 51-- Provision for disagree-

ments between Houses as to Bills:-
Ma. PIGOTT suggested that the clause

be postponed.
THE Puamusx assented, and said that

Clauses 51 to 54 should be postponed
together.

Clauses 51 to 54 postponed.
Clause 55-Salary of President and

Speaker.
Mn. DAG-LISH : It seemed out of pro-

portion to make the office of President
of the Legislative Council the same in
regard to emolument as the office of
Speaker of the Assembly. In dealing
with this matter, he was not referring
personally to the gentlemen holding those

ofics buh regarded the relative
importance of the Speakership as far
greater than that of the President of the
other place. The amount of work, the
length of hours during which the Speaker
had to be in the Chair, and the responsi-
bility of his work, were far greater than
in the other case; and it was not a
reasonable proposal that the President of
the Council-a body sitting about one-
third of the time as compared with the
Assembly, and even this would be an
exaggerated estimate-should be paid on
the same scale as the Speaker of the
Assembly. To test the feeling of mem-
bers, he moved as an amendment

That the word " equal" in the first line be
struck out, aud the words "one-half " inserted
in lieu.

He understood that the gentleman who
held the position of President of the
Council was very unlikely to be a candi-
date for the office when it again became
vacant, and so the question as regarded
him could not have a personal bearing.
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Amendment put, and a division taken
with the following result:

Ayes
Noes

7
23

Majority against ... 16
Arts. NOES.

Mrt. Both Mr. Athins
Mr. Connor Mr. B.ngasMr. Hasti Mr. Sotcher
W. Johnaon Mr. Diamond
Mr. Hanson Mr. Ondiller
Mr. Thylor Mr. Gordon
Mr. nglish (Telber). Mr. Gregory

Mr. Haynr
Mr. Ricks
Mr. Holmes
Mr. Itopki
Mr.Jcb

M.Jae
Mr. McWilliam
Mr. Oats
Mr. Piesse
Mr,. Pigott
Mr. Purkiss

Mr. Switb
Mr. Wa11goe

Amendment thus negatived, and clause
passed.

Clause 56-agreed to.
Clause 57-postponed.
Clauses 58, 59, 60-agreed to.
Clause 61 (allowance to members) -

postponed.
Clause 62-agreed to.
THE PREMIER, in moving that pro-

gress be reported, expressed a hope that
members would be prepared to go on
with the postponed clauses at the next
sitting.

Progress reported, and leave given to
sit again.

RESIGNATION-NORTH FREMANTLE.

THn SPEAKER informed the House
that he had received the resignation of
Mr. D). J. Doherty, member for North
Fremantle. It would be necessary that
a resolution be passed by the House
declaring the seat vacant before be, as
Speaker, could issue a writ for a fresh
elction.
THE PREMIER suggested that a motion

might be made at the next sitting.

CO-OPERATIVE AND PROVIDENT
SOCIETIES BILL.
SECOND READING.

Resumed from 6th August.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

IN COMMITTEE.
MR. ILLIqGWORTH in the chair; the

PREMIER ini charge of the Bill.
Clauses 1, 2-agreed to.
Clause 3-Societies which may be re-

gistered:
MR. DAGLjISH: How would this

clause opertte so far as it related to
empowering societies to deal in landP
Could any building society register under
the Bill? Was that the object?

Tan PRE XMI E R: Not necessarily,
but where co-operative societies were
formed for buying large estates and
selling a portion of them, dividing the
profit amongst the members. Under
the clause persons were authorised to
carry on any lawful industry, business, or
trade, wholesale or retail, and including
dealings of any description in land. He
was looking into the matter and would
see if he could introduce a Building
Societies Bill during this session.

Clause passed.
Clause 4-Conditions of registration:
Mn. RIG-HAM: According to Sub-

clause I any co-operative society con-
sisting of seven persons might be formed.
That number was too small. He moved
that the word " seven " be struck out and
"twenty-one " inserted in lieu.

Amendment negatived, and the clause
passed.

Clauses 5, 6, 7-agreed to.
clause S-Cancelling:
MR. BATH: Subclause 3 provided

that registry could be cancelled at "his
request." What was the meaning of
those wordsP

THE PREMIER: Evidently it referred
to the request of the society. He would
look into the matter as there appeared to
be a mistake in drafting.

Clause passed.
Clause 9-Rules:
MR. BATH: Subclause 3 provided for

a fee of 10s. for the registration or
alteration of rules, which sum was rather
high. While &ocietics should pay suf-
ficient for the registration of amendments
without expense to the Government the
amount mentioned was too high.

Tug PREMWIER: It was important
that rules registered under the society
should be closely examined so as to see
whether they came within the purview of
the Bill and did not infringe it. It was
just as difficult to deal with amendments
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as with original rules. It was necessary
that amendments to rules should be
closely scrutinised, therefore 10s. was not
an unreasonable fee.

Ma. BATH: Amendments to rules in
regard to the Friendly Societies Act and
the Conciliation and Arbitration Act
were caused in consequence of there being
no sample rules laid down for the guid-
ance of associations. If a model set of
rules were placed in the schedule, then
the work of the registrar might be
rendered lighter and the fee could then
be reduced. Farther on aprovision could
be made for the registrar drawing up a
set of model rules, and the clause could
then be recommitted for a reduction of
the fee.

Clause passed.
Clause 10-agreed to.
Clause 11-Audit:
MR. BATH moved that the words

after" mentioned," in line three, be struck
out. For this and for similar societies
registered under other Acts, a Govern-
ment auditor should be appointed. De-
falcatious were frequently due, not to the
criminal intent of a secretary, but to his
lack of knowledge of accounts, and to
equal ignorance of the auditors. Such
societies often appointed two ordinary
members as auditors, who, knowing
nothing of accounts, were utterly incom-
petent. An audit by a duly qualified
auditor appointed by the Government
should be made at regular interdals.

THE PREMIER: The Government
should not be asked to audit the books
Of these societies, which were the same as
ordinar y limited companies. Small
Societies frequently objected to pay the
high fees charged by fully qualified
auditors, while the reports of many men
calling themselves auditors were no more
valuable than reports by ordinary mem-
bers of the society. The next clause
provided that annual returns must be
sent to the registrar, and such returns
must state that the audit had been
conducted by a public auditor, or if by
any other person or persons, their names,
addresses, and occupations, and how and
by what authority they were appointed.
Such provisions would enable the regis-
trar to exercise some control. The annual
returns must include copies of the
balance-sheets, and such other infontna-
tion as the registrar might prescribe.

MR. JoHNSoN ± The registrar would
see the balance sheet but not the books.
The amendment sought to assist the
secretary to keep his books correctly.

THE PREMIER: Should we be justi-
fied in compelling all co-operative societies
to have their books audited by a public
auditor ?

MRn. JOHNSON: That would be to the
advantage of the societies.

THE PREMIER : Seven members
might form a society; and a qualified
auditor would demand what to a small
society joust seem a large fee. How
many companies were now prepared to
pay for properly-qualified auditors ?
They got men who called themselves
auditors and charged five or ten guineas
a year. Bodies registered under this Bill
would be the same as public companies;
but being smaller and less wealthy,
simpler machinery was provided for their
registration.

MR. DIAMOND: The accounts of all
friendly societies and trade unions should
be audited byv the State Auditor General's
Department. It was not fair to class a
friendly society with a public company;
for the former was an association for
mutual benefit, and not for individual
profit. Anything which protected friendly
societies protected the State, because
membership of such societies relieved the
State from responsibility for charitable
relief. South Australia, he believed,
provided for a compulsory State audit of
all friendly societies' accounts. Such an
audit should be made her6 by the Auditor
General; but the societies should not be
compelled to employ prof essional auditors,
whose fees were often excessive. Amateur
audits in friendly societies were fre-
quently absurd and useless, and anything
which would keep such accounts pure
and accurate must benefit the State in
general. Not only the balance sheets
but all books and accounts should be
audited. In South Australia, prior to
the adoption of such a system, defalca-
tions were numerous. Better postpone
the clause.

THE PREMIER: If the mover of the
amendment thought it would not do in-
justice to small societies, the Government
did not object; but they desired to point
out that injustice might be done if small
societies were compelled to obtain the
services of public auditors.
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MR. BATH - The amendmnent would
be in the interests of the societies pro-
posed to be registered under the Bill.
Friendly societies and trade unions had
been much discouraged and often broken
up by slipshod accounts and faulty
audits. There was no reason for com-
pelling them to employ a highly qualified
public accountant. A Government offcer
should be appointed to audit the accounts
of societies registered under this and
similar Acts, the societies being charged
a regular fee of so much per day or so
much per audit, which fee, without being
a strain on their finances, would recoup
the department. He withdrew the amend-
ment. Postpone the clause to admit of a
satisfactory amendment being drafted.

Amendment by leave withdrawn, and
the clause postponed.

Olauses 12, 13-agreed to.
Clause 14.-Returns and other docu-

mnents to be in form prescribed by the
registrar:-

MR. BATH: The returns prescribed
under similar Acts were in his experience
insufficient to give an accurate and intel-
ligible view of the accounts. He urged
that the forms should be drawn up in a
fashion much superior to those of the
Trades Union Act and the Conciliation
and Arbitration Act.

Mit. Jonwsow: The form provided
nuder the latter Act could not be used.

THaE PRLEMIER.: Would members
interested see him privately ?

MR. QUINLAN took the Chair.

clause passed,
Clauses 15, 16, 17-agreed to.
Clause 18-Power of nomination for

sums not exceeding fifty pounds:
MR. BATH: Any member of the

society could nominate £.50 to be dis-
tributed among his relatives. One would
like to know why that distinction was
made, seeing it was possible for him to
hold as much as £200 in scrip of the
society,

THE PREMIER: This power of nomi-
nation, he thought, only extended to
small sums. There might be a risk, in
the event of disputes arising, of mnisrepre-
sentation. The object was merely to
provide a simple method of dealing with
a small sum. If we unduly iucreassd
the amount, it would, he thought, put a.

temptation in the way of men to commit
fraud.

Mn. JACOBY: It was done in the case
of the Oddfellows' and Foresters' ins~ur-
ance.

THE PREMIER: What did they allow?
MR. JACOBY: Any amount.
Thx PREMIER said he did not think

so.
Mn. JACOBY: Yet;.
Tnn PREMIER: Thdt was their own

rule and. their own risk. Under this
clause a person could say, " I des ire my
property or my shares to be given to
such persons up to £50."

Mn. DIAMOND: Supposing he had £7100
to he dealt with, and he died intestate ?

Taxf PREMIER: That was dealt with
under the ordinary law. The point was
whether it was advisable to allow this
simple method to apply to larger sums
than £50. So far as the provision gave
power of nomlination between the ages of
16 and 21, it afforded greater power
than existed now. When we adopted a
method like thatk and r-emoved the need of
having witnesses or signatures or having
the matter verified in some other way, it
at once opened the door to fraud. What-
ever sum was fixed he thought it should
be a comparatively small one.

MR. DIAMOND: If one man had £150
to dispose of and another £50, why
should we restrict those ]nen to the same
amount?

THE PREMIER: It did not, he thought,
depend on what a man had for disposal,
but on what was a6 fair sum, a sum which
wonld not be likely to lead to fraud.

Clause passed.
Clauses 19 to 30-agreed to.
Clause 81-- Any body corporate may

hold shares in a, society:
Mn. *BATH: The power given to any

body corporate to hold share.% in a regis-
tered society would lead the way' , ho
thought, for such company to swamp a
registered society. The c'ompany would
be permaitted to buy shares in their cor-
porate name, and then they could sell
them. to their individual members, so that
if a big society registered under the
ordinary Companies Act and trading in a
certain direction were threatened by the
competition of one or more registered
corporate societies in the same line, they
could acquire the shares in that company,
and then by splitting them up among

[ASSEKBLY.] in Committee.
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their members to the limit of 200 or less,
they could practically' knock the registered
society out of existence.

THEc PREMIER: This clause would not
allow that. It merely enabled a body
corporate to bold its Shares bay its cor-
porate name.

MR. BATH: We could not prevent tbeir
selling them.

THE: PREMIER: Then they would cease
to hold themn in their corporate name.

Mn. BATH: They would accomplish
their purpose all the same.

THE PR'EMIER: True, but could they
not accomplish their purpose without this
clause? This clause was not intended to
meet that difficulty.

clause passed.
Clauses 32 to 38--agreed to.
Clause 39-Special resolutions:-
Mn. BATH: The reading of Sub-

clause (a) was somewhat ambiguous.
Did itinean that the majority should
consist of three-fourths of the total mem-
bership, or did it mean a three-fourths
majority of those present ?

THEN PREMIER: Three-fourths of those
present.

Clause passed.
Clauses 40 to 66-agreed to.
Postponed Clause 11-Audit:
THE PREMIER: The member for

Hannans (Mr. Bath) had suggested an
amuendment in the early stages, and he
(the Premier) thought it would be wiser
if the amendmeut were passed.

Ma. BATH moved, as an amendment,
that the words after ",mention," in line
3, be struck out.

Amendment passed, and the clause as
amended agreed to.

Schedules (4)-agreed to.
Preamble, Title-agreed to.
Bill reported with an amendment.

ADMINISTRATION (PROBATE) BILL.

SECOND READING.

Debate resumed from 6th August.
Ma. S.C1. PIGOTT (West Kimberley):

Only a. few wordS need be said with
regard to this Bill. The measure was
before the Rouse last session, and I
believe also during the session previous
to that. It is now in a form acceptable
to members, anl I trust it will pass in
its present form. Last year a certain
amendment was made, and that amend-

meat was the cause of the mneasure's
downfall. I trust that a similar amend-
ment will not be forced on again.

MR. R. G. BURGES (York): I have
a few remarks to make on this Bill.
Clause 14, in my opinion, is rather too
sweeping, inasmuch as it gie up to
£500 to the husband or wif without
reference to the children, who may, there-
after become a burden on the State. The
surviving parent may will the money
away from the children. Certainly, be-
fore money is given to either husband or
wife, the children ought to be considered.
A. clause which will prove of great bene-
fit to poor people is Clause 58, under
which in respect of assets not exceeding
£300 in value application may be made
direct to the Master, or, if the deceased
person reside at a, distance of 30 miles
or more from Perth, to the district agent
of the Master. That provision repre-
sents a great improvement on the present
Act, under which it is necessary to
employ even in connection with small
estates two solicitors, one in the country
and one in the town, with the result that
costs are heaped up and that people will
let an estate drop rather than carry out
the provisions of the law. In Committee
I shall suggest that the maximum under
this clause be raised from £300 to £500.
I see no reason why the maimum should
not be raised as I suggest. I 'base my
statements on information received from
solicitors in country districts. Great
powers are now given under the Justices
Act, and I see no reason why the amend-
ment I have indicated should not be
adopted. I shall not detain the House
longer.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a, second time.

COMMITTEE STAGE.

THEu PREMIER moved that, the
Speaker do leave the Chair for the puir-
pose of the Bill being considered in
committee,

How. F. H. PIESSE: In connection
with an important matter like this haste
was undesirable.

THrE PREMIER: The Bill had been
through the Rouse two or three times.

HoN. P. H. PIESSE: Then let it go
throuh the Rouse again. The fact was
that a great deal of legislation was
brought down with a view to its being

Administration Bill: [11 AVOUST, 1903]
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galloped through. Then it was sent to
another place, and cme back again.

Ma. JonNsoN: All that the Hill
dealt with to-night had been previously
discussed.

THY PREMIER: That was so.
HoN. F. H. FIESSE: Let the Bill be

properly considered.
THE PREMIER: If the lhon, member

was tired, there was no desire to work
him too hard. He moved that the con-
sideration of the Bill be postponed.

Motion passed, and the stage post-
poned.

FACTORIES BILL.

SECOND READING (MOVED).

THE PREMIER (Hon. Walter James):
As this matter rests with me, I propose
to do the work. It is quite early yet,
only 10 minutes past 10; and I do not
feel particularly fatigued, although I
began work in the House at half-past
four.

Hox. F. H. PuEssE: But you did not
travel several hundred miles last night.

THE PREMIER: No; because I hap-
pened to he on the spot. I have but a
few words to say in placing this Bill
before the House for the second time,
because T hope that no member will be so
exacting as to demand that I shall again
explain, as I did on the last occasion, the
various features of the Bill, and again
urge the arguments then urged in favour
of the measure. Even the few remarks I
do intend to make I approach with a great
deal of diffidence, because I have not yet
lost the impression I obtaiued Last ses-
sion from the sight of the hon. member
who then led the Opposition rising during
the long, long hours of the night and
illuminating by his eloquence even so
prosaic a siubject as factory legislation.
The hon. member showed such power to
weave eloquence around the dry details
of a Factories Bill as to make uts think
that we were sitting in the Parliament of
the mother country, where they manu-
f icture great speeches and may perhaps
be called " factories." I said on the last
occasion that I believe a Hill to deal with
factories to be necessary, and I do not be-
lieve many members can deny it. There
seems, however, to be about the phrase
"Factories Bill" some peculiar meaning,
some peculiar force which causes such a

measure to act on members lately in direct
Opposition or now in direct Opposition
like a red rag held up to a bull. If you tell
them there is any need for legislation in
regard to factories, they say " Oh, yes;
we admit that; but do not call it a Fac-
tories Bill; call it a Health Bill." If
you tell them that in every other part of
the Empire provision is made for sufficient
air space for those employed in factories,
they reply, "Yes; we admit that; but
do not call your measure a Factories Bill;
call it a Health Bill." Then, if you
point out that in other countries legisla-
tion is deemed essential to deal with the
various abuses that have arisen in con-
nection with factories, they say, "1Oh,
yes; we admit all that; but do not call
it a Factories Bill; call it a Health
Bill." We were assured last session
that there was no need for legislation of
this nature. I do not accept that state-
ment, because I am quite confident that
human nature is the same in Western
Australia as it is in any other State
of the Commonwealth or in any other
part of the world; and as in every
other part of the world where factories
have been established and factory work
is carried on an absolute need has been
experienced for legislation of this nature,
it follows inevitably that, there being
factories here and factory work being
carried on in this State, the same evfls
will arise here as have arisen everywhere
else. I say these evils have arisen in
Western Australia, and there is a need
for legislation of this nature in this
State to-dlay. I hope in the course of a
day or two to place before members a.
copy of a report of an inspection made by'
the health inspector, who at my request
has examined some ait all events of the
factories in Perth and Frenmantle; by no
means all the factories, because there is
Do legislation now existing which requires
registr~ttion of factories. Certain fac-
tories are registered uinder the Industrial
Statistics Act, but those factories are
establishments employ' ing more than four
hands The result of that examination
will show members that such evils as
any reasonable man would expect and
must have expected have arisen in this
State, and that there is need for legisla-
tion to control factories. The Bill intro-
duced last year was one of the most
moderate Bill ever placed before Parlia-
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menit, and I candidly admit that I was
astonished, after that Bill bad been placed
before the House and had been received
with so much sympathy from the Oppo-
sition benches, to find subsequently that
when the second reading had passed,
members opposite, in the heat of their
opposition fervour, desired to oppose
the Bill at all costs, without worrying
about any particular policy or principle.
They determined to attack this innocent
Bill, and so they kept us here night -after
night, through long, weary hours, not
for the pw-pose of discussing the merits
of the Bill, but to indulge in obstructive
tactics, and to waste the time of the
House, and--

MR. JACOBY: That is an unfair state-
ment.

THE PREMIER : 1 s'y that Opposi-
tion members indulged in obstructive
tactics, and wasted the time of the House,
and that without any good cause. As a
result what did we find P We were
kept here until two or three o'clock in

the morning, and then members on this
side of the House. in sheer annoyance,
said, '"We will humour the eloquent
member for the Murchison (Mr. Nan-
son)." Indeed, his eloquence deserved
to be humoured; because, although I
disagreed with him, and was somewhat
annoeyed at the way in which he
spoke, yet I must admit that on all
occasions he spoke well, spoke eloquently,
and spoke to the point, however
long his speech happee to be. What
occurred ? When members at two
or three o'clock in the morning had got
exhausted, and said, " Oh, give the bon.
member his way; it can be put right
in the morning," that was done; and
when the Bill had passed its initial stage
under those auspices and came before
the full Committee again, members at
once restored the Bill to the position it
was in when it came down to the House.
As the result of all those weeks of weary
effort, we round ourselves in the end at
very much the point we were at when
the Bill was first introduced; and I hope
the House will in this particular in-
stance reach the same result, but by other
means. I turn to any member and ask
if he will take the Bill and free him-
self from prejudice, and from a desire to
secure party kudos either on the Govern-
ment side or on the Opposition side, and

tell me that any provision contained in
the Bill is unreasonable. The measure
comes before the House the same in
substance as the Bill of last session.
Members will remember on that occasion
we had a Bill dealing with early closing
and shops and factories. That part of
the old Bill which dealt with shops has
been embodied in a separate Bill, and
that part which deals with factories has
been embodied in the Bill now before the
House. Members will find that in sub-
stance the provisions in this Bill are the
provisions we hadl before us, and which
we knew so well during the course of last
session. I can only say what I have
previously said, that there is need in this
State for legislation of this nature, and
the Bill which the Government produce
is a moderate and reasonable Bill suffi-
cient to meet those needs. I am satisfied
that unless legislation of this nature is
adopted during the cours(. of this session,
the present moderate Bill will not be
accepted; it will not be acceptable. There
will be still stronger demands raised, and
as session follows session unless this
question is dealt with, demands will crop
up with increasing force, and will have to
be recognised. Members must realise
that there is no principle contained in the
Bill which has not been debated and
tested and tried in the old country
for years, and has been tested and
tried in the Eastern States for several
years. Recognising that fact, and that
every year adds to our manufacturing
industries in this State, and increases
the need for legislation of this nature,
I am willing to assist members to pass
a, Bill that will meet our needs, and thus
discharge our duty much more worthily
than by allowing around the Bill a
certain amount of heated discussion
which does no good to the Bill itself, and
certainly does not fruitfully fill the time
of members of the House. As I
travelled over the Bill so often last
session, I do not intend to travel over
it again. I am not quite sure whether
the member for the Murchison (Mr.
Nanson) is looking tip his old speeches
with a view to repeat them ; but if so, I
am willing to ask the leave of the House
to get them, reprinted, and have them
circulated amongst members, so as to
save him the trouble of delivering them
again. If members, between now and
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the Committee stage, will Spend a little
time in reading the Hansard debates of
last Session, they will come back seized
of the facts, dnd in a mood to give reason-
able and honest judgment on the various
clauses. I beg to move the second reading.

On motion by Mr. PIGOTT, debate
adjourned.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at 20 minutes

Past 10 o'clock, until the next day.

lLegizlatibt Council.
Wednesday, 12th August, 1903.
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THE PRESIDENlT took the Chair at

4-30 o'clock, p.m.

PRAYERS.

PAPERS PRESENTED.

By the COLONIAL SECRETARY: Rail-
way Classification and Pate Book Alter-
ations. Return of Exemptions granted
on Mining Leases, year ended 30th June,
1903.

Ordered to lie on the table.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
On motion by the COLONIAL SECRE-

TARY, leave of absence for one week
granted to the Hon. S. J. Haynes (South-
East), on the ground of illness.

BREAD BILL.
Read a third time, and transmitted to

the Legislative Assembly.

PRISONS BILL.
Read a third time, and transmitted to

the Legislative Assembly.

PHARMACY AND POISONS ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

Read a third time, and transmitted to
the Legislative Assembly.

LUNACY ACT AMENDMENT HILL.
SECOND READING (MOVED).

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY
(Hon. W. Ringsmil]). in moving the
second readiug, said: I do not anticipate
that any hon. member will deny the
necessity for legislation in the direction
of this Bill. More especially will that be
the case when it, is taken into considera-
tion that the date of this State's legislation
dealing with lunacy is as far back as the
year 1871, a period when the mecthods of
deln with the insane were just emerg-
ig frM that disgracef ul period of almost

Crass ignorance as to what form those
methods should take which obtained in
the years previous. It is a most remark-
able thing that if the history of lunacy,
so far as we can ascertain it, be traced, it
is found that the methods adopted by
the ancients-adopted up to, say, the
year 600 A.D.-were distinguished to a

gra= xtent by more clemency, by more
raoan by greater care for those

unfortuuate beings who had become
bereft of reason, than are the methods
obtaining in the succeeditg period. The
physicians of ancient days have left
among their works many valuabletreatises
on the cure of the insane, and some of
the methods of restraint anciently em-
ployed were marked by the uitmost
consideration for the feelings of the
patients;i and not alone that, but by a
regard that the treatment of lunacy
should take a curative as well as a repres-
sive form. Theu, strange to say, from
about the year 600 A.fl. until towards
the middle of the eighteenth century-
that is to say, about 1750-there seemed
to be a sort of relapse into ignorance and
superstition. The insane were then looked
on as being possessed by devils, and
they were allowed, in a 'large measure
contrary to the treatment in the earlier
period of which I have already spoken, to
roam about the face of the earth,
often a sport for the thoughtless, and


